ENHANCE YOUR OUTDOOR LIVING

Want to enjoy the best of both worlds when it’s sunny? Well now you can with a Wave Shade from
NuRange products. Through clever design, you can retract the Wave Shade when you want the sun
and extend it to provide shade.
What’s more, custom-sizing ensures a perfect fit over any outdoor space, truly enhancing your
outdoor living. Easy to install and operate, the stylish sails are available in a wide range of colours.
Relax and enjoy the sun on your terms when you install a Wave Shade sail.

DESIGNED FOR EFFORTLESS STYLE, BUILT TO LAST
Wave Shade retractable shade covers offer property owners a fresh alternative to traditional shade
sails that are fixed in place and set in shape. The smooth, shapely billows of the Wave Shade bring
an effortless style to outdoor areas, and modern colours let the shade fabric naturally blend in and
complement the existing style of your property.

Simple, clean lines and high-performance polished Stainless Steel fixings, add to the premium finish
of every installed Wave Shade system.

Superior style

Customised for your space

Stylish and contemporary in design, Wave Shades’
sleek aesthetics will suit any number of outdoor
settings – making the product ideal for homeowners
and commercial customers alike.

Have you got a specific outdoor space that requires
shade? Then get a Wave Shade installed. Every
Wave Shade system is custom-made to order,
ensuring a perfect fit for your outdoor area.

Always a talking point at summer BBQs, your guests
can enjoy as much or as little sun as they choose,
and are certain to leave envious of the versatility that
a Wave Shade delivers to your outdoor living space.

You can also specify how many billows the shade
has, and how low the billows hang. Wave Shades
can be fitted to existing pergolas, outdoor
framework, timber beams, structures, posts
and houses.

Made from Shade View 300 premium fabric, this
high-performance mesh is fire retardant and has a
5% openness factor, offering exceptional UV and
heat protection, as well as stunning looks.

We recommend attaching to a strong structure to
get the wire cables really tight for ease of operation.

User-friendly design

Robust componentry

Designed for ease of use, customers can choose
either an integrated cord or pole retraction
system. The cord retraction option operates on
a stainless steel pulley and a polyester braid. It
works like a blind, pulling one side of the cord
loop to retract while pulling the other way extends
it; this system allows customers to lock off the
Wave Shade when it’s halfway open.

We use only the very best components and shade
materials to offer years of hassle free use.

Alternatively, we can supply customers with
an aluminium pole that hooks to a stainless
steel cleat on the front spar of the Wave Shade
manually retracting and extending the sail.

Our fixtures and fittings are made from
marine-grade stainless steel, and our durable
spacer battens are built to stand the test of time.
Designed and built to perform in even the
toughest conditions, our componentry makes
Wave Shades suitable for coastal applications.
With a 10 Year Warranty on all components and
shade view fabric, you can rest assured that your
Wave Shade is robust and built to last.

Wave Shade premium fabric

Residential and
commercial applications
Suitable for any number of applications,
Wave Shades are the perfect addition to any
home outdoor area, including residential
decks, gardens and patios. Also popular with
commercial customers, Wave Shades are ideal
for outdoor settings such as cafés, restaurants,
wineries, hotels and children’s play areas.

Key benefits:

Fade resistant
Fire retardant
5% openness factor
High UV/heat protection
Mildew/mould resistant
Easy to clean

Contemporary colours

ALMOND

PUTTY

MUSHROOM

HAVANA

GRAPHITE

SUEDE

ICEBERG

GALAXY

PEWTER

QUARTZ

STONE

MARBLE

FLINT

STATIC

BRACKEN

AVAILABLE FROM:

Manufactured and distributed by NuRange Products, New Zealand

